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Address 

Contact number 
Email

Personal statement

This section is where you grab our attention! Set the scene 
and tell us why you would love to be an Apprentice in the 
engineering industry and why it would suit you. Keep it 
short and remember to tailor it to WSP and the scheme 
you’re applying for.

Key Skills 

Here are some areas to keep in mind when listing your  
key skills…

•  Have you got strong computer skills or do you know how 
to use any particular software or databases which might 
help you perform the role you’re applying to?

•  Have you completed any extra courses or qualifications  
outside of school / college that could give you an advantage?

•  What do you love doing outside of work and studies - are you 
a member of any teams or clubs?  If so, what skills do you 
think they help with?

•  What achievements are you most proud of? Perhaps you’re 
part of the National Citizen Service or completed Duke of 
Edinburgh.

Employment history

Role, company name, location (dates from and to)

Tell us your individual duties and what sorts of tasks  
you were given. Were you promoted or given more  
responsibility? Focus on which skills you developed, what 
teamwork you got involved in and how you managed your 
workload.

Repeat this for all your previous jobs, work experience or  
volunteering roles, keeping your descriptions relevant and 
concise.

Education

College/school name (dates of study from and to)

Qualifications (i.e. GCSEs, A Levels)

Subject and grade (either grade achieved or grade predicted)

Repeat for all your qualifications including the ones you  
are studying now (but make it clear which grades are  
predicted!)

Hobbies & interests

Tell us about your interests but try and keep them relevant 
to the role – maybe you are part of a team or you really love 
working on the computer. Think about the job you’re  
applying for and what you do in your spare time that might 
relate to it.

References

You don’t need to put these down for us at this stage as our 
HR team will collect the information from you later in the 
process if if needed.


